Press Release

SSB personnel drowned

New Delhi- (26 April, 2018):- SSB jawan SI/GD Y.C. Thrilongkya Sangtam of 38th Battalion, Tawang (Arunanchal Pradesh) drowned while crossing over Tawang-chu river in Arunanchal Pradesh. Till the writing of report his body was not found. SI/GD Y. C. Thrilongya Sangtam was in border checking party. The party tried to cross the Tawang-Chu river for handing-taking of border pillars. Unfortunately at 1015 hrs on 24.04.2018 SI/GD Y.C. Thrilongkya Sangtam slipped towards the current stream of the river and drowned in Tawang-Chu river. Search operation is going on for retrieving the body.
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